Black Country Core Strategy review
Frequently asked questions (FAQs)
What is the Black Country Core Strategy?
The Black Country Core Strategy is a key part of the Local Plan for the four Black Country
councils (Dudley, Sandwell, Walsall and Wolverhampton). It sets out the long term planning
strategy for the area, looking at what the priorities for the area should be and how we can
plan positively to enable regeneration. It also sets out how much development there should
be, what types of development and infrastructure are needed and where it should be located.
The Core Strategy addresses the regeneration requirements of our existing urban areas and
provides a framework for the individual councils to produce plans identifying particular sites
for development and other places to be protected. It is a planning document which will map
development across the four councils until 2036.
Don’t we already have a Black Country Core Strategy?
Yes, we do. The four Black Country authorities worked together to produce the existing Black
Country Core Strategy, covering the period 2006 to 2026. The existing Core Strategy was
adopted in 2011 and provides the framework for various Site Allocation Documents and Area
Action Plans, which set out local policies and site allocations for individual authority areas.
Whilst it has been successful in supporting regeneration for the past seven years it is now
necessary for it to be reviewed. The review of the Strategy is the process which we are
currently undertaking.
What was the Issues and Options consultation about?
The Core Strategy review began in summer 2017 with an initial consultation – the Issues and
Options consultation. This first stage to inform the new Core Strategy was to identify the
issues facing the Black Country and the options to respond to these issues, it sought the
views of people and organisations. The consultation provides some initial findings from
technical studies we have completed on the amount and types of development (housing,
employment land in particular) are needed to meet the future needs of the Black Country.
How long did the consultation period run for?
The Issues and Options consultation ran for ten weeks between July 3 and September 8
2017. This timeframe was longer than that required by the Government.

When will the representations to this first phase consultation be made public?
The representations are the responses people have made to the consultation. They are known in
planning as representations. As part of the process we committed to making all representations
available for public viewing. This is to ensure that the Core Strategy review is open and
transparent. Therefore all formal responses to the Issues and Options consultation are now
available for people to view (as of March 13 2018). Personal information has been removed from
the raw data but no other changes have been made to the submissions.
This information includes the “Call for Sites” which are sites which have been put forward by
landowners, developers etc as potential development sites as part of the consultation. These sites
will be assessed at the appropriate time and may or may not be included in the final plan.
Have all the representations been checked and responded to?
At this time all of the representations have been published for information only. They have not
been checked, sorted or analysed at this time and represent raw data. We are not able to respond
to queries regarding the data until work has been completed on the next stage of the plan.
How do I view my representation?
If you submitted a response on the leaflet or online short survey you can view it here:
http://blackcountrycorestrategy.dudley.gov.uk/t1/
If you submitted your representation by any other form or information in relation to the Call for
Sites requests you can view it here:
https://blackcountry.jdi-consult.net/localplan/index.php
How do I find my representation ID number?
You can find this by searching for your representation in the Text Search field on the
representation tab. Once you have done this the representation ID number should appear on the
left hand side of the representation.
How can I see what other representations were made on a particular question or section of
the issues and options report?
All other representations are available and can be viewed by scrolling down the document on the
right hand side.

Who else can view my representation?
All representations have been made fully available to the public.
Why are the representations not in any order?
We are publishing the data quickly in order to be as transparent as possible. In due course we
will analyse the data and it will be republished in a more ordered format.
Who can I contact if I can’t view my representation?
You should email blackcountrycorestrategy@dudley.gov.uk - include in the title of your email “I
cannot see my representation” then include the details in the email, a member of the team will
then get back to you.
Can I change my representation?
You cannot change a representation once it has been made; you can however view your
representation as explained in the FAQ above. If you feel we have inaccurately recorded or
summarised your representation please email us at the email address above or write to us at
Black Country Core Strategy, The Council House, Priory Road, Dudley, DY1 1HL, explaining
your concerns and we will look to address the issue.
When will the Black Country councils be publishing responses to the representations?
It will be at the stage two consultation – referred to above, when we provide responses to the
representations. It is only possible to provide an informed response when a number of other
pieces of required evidence are obtained and viewed in conjunction with the public
representations.
How will my representations be used to inform the plan making process?
All of the written representations received within the consultation period will be considered by
the four councils and will form part of the evidence base for the plan. In accordance with legal
requirements and their own Statements of Community Involvement, the councils will publish the
representations received and provide responses on how the comments have influenced the next
stage of the plan making process. The representations are only one part of this decision making
process and will be consider along side national legislation and technical evidence to inform
those decisions. If your comments do not appear to have influenced the next stage of the plan,
or your site has not been included an explanation will be given as to why not.

Are you still accepting call for sites?
A call for sites process formed part of the Issues and Options Consultation. The Issues and
Options consultation closed on September 8 2017 but the four authorities are still currently
welcoming call for sites submissions - as long as they provide sufficient information for them to
be considered. A call for sites submission can be made on the strategy’s website
http://blackcountrycorestrategy.dudley.gov.uk/t5/
Additional information can be provided on the sites at a later stage, if necessary, but we would
encourage you to provide as much information as possible now. Work on reviewing sites has
now started so we would recommend you submit the site as soon as possible to ensure it can
be considered in full.
All submitted sites will be reviewed as part of the evidence work for phase two - the Preferred
Spatial Option stage - of the plan. The submission of a site does not necessarily mean that it
will be considered as suitable for development and sites may be discounted through the site
review process.
Why have the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) sites been
published along with the call for sites?
We have made the SHLAA sites available to view in order to provide the full picture of sites we
know need to be considered as part of the review.
Some of the SHLAA sites have been submitted through the SHLAA call for sites process and
should therefore be considered with the Black Country Core Strategy Review call for sites
submissions.
Whilst a number of the SHLAA sites shown are suitable for housing development and have
been allocated through each of the four authorities current or emerging Local Plans, a number
of sites have also previously been discounted as not suitable. The mapped SHLAA sites
should therefore be considered alongside the SHLAA documents themselves which are
available to view of the Core Strategy evidence page
http://blackcountrycorestrategy.dudley.gov.uk/t2/

What is the next stage of the process?
The next stage of the process is the second stage (known as the Spatial Options and
Preferred Options stage). The consultation on that stage of the Core Strategy is currently
scheduled for autumn 2018. It is at this stage that there will be more detail about spatial
priorities, preferred sites, and new draft policies to be used when deciding planning
applications.
Can I discuss the issues raised in these representations or a particular site with a
planning officer?
At this stage we are not able to take into consideration any further comments you make or
discuss the details of sites with you. There will however be further opportunities to make
representations during the next stage of consultation planned for later this year. Officers will be
happy to answer any questions about the plan making process and the public will have a
further chance to comment as part of the phase two consultation.
Will I be notified of the next stage of consultation?
If you made representations at the Issues and Options consultation stage then you will be
notified of the next stage of consultation on the plan. If you have not made representations you
can ask to be notified by registering your interest on the Core Strategy website –
www.blackcountrycorestrategy.dudley.gov.uk
How will I keep updated about progress with the plans?
Between the consultation periods we will send emails to update you when we have news. In
addition the Core Strategy website http://blackcountrycorestrategy.dudley.gov.uk/ will also
provide information at various stages of the review. If you want to receive the updates you will
need to ensure you have registered your interest on our website.
Can I request paper versions of the representations made?
Overall we received 1500 sets of responses to the consultation so it is not possible to produce
these in paper form. All representations are available to view online and the website can be
accessed at libraries or at each council’s planning reception.
I represent a community group/particular interest group and would like to get involved
further in the plans production or consultation, would this be possible?
We are always looking for ways to include interested parties in plan making and would like to
hear any suggestions. Please email us at blackcountrycorestrategy@dudley.gov.uk

How do I view my representation?
To view a report of your representation click on search by and scroll down and select
respondent

Select the first letter of your surname/organisation’s name or enter your respondent number
and then click search

Once you click search the summary of your representation is then produced. You can also
click on the attached documents to view your representation as a pdf.

How do I select a particular document element?
You can select the document element by firstly clicking on the document element

You then scroll down the document element to search your representation

